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Abstract 
We introduce aheuristic embedding of the Macdonald polynomials P,(x;q, t) into a family of 
polynomials indexed by lattice square diagrams. This embedding leads to recursions which may 
be viewed as a factorization of the Stanley-Macdonald (1988, 1989) Pieri rules and shed some 
light into their intricate nature. In this manner we can prove some conjectures concerning the 
coefficients K~,(q,t). In particular, when # is a 2-row shape or a hook we show that the 
expression ~J~Kz,(q, t)is a polynomial with nonnegative integer coefficients. The recursions 
obtained in these cases lead to a combinatorial interpretation of this polynomial as a q,t- 
enumerator fpermutations. A new proof is also obtained of a Jacobi-Trudi dentity for 2-row 
shapes recently obtained by Jing and J6sefiak. Some examples involving more general shapes 
are also included. 
1. Introduction 
Macdonald [8] shows the existence of a family of polynomials { P~(x;q, t)} which 
are uniquely characterized by the following conditions: 
P~=S~+ ~ S,~(q,t), (1.1a) 
la<2 
(Pa,Pu)q,t=O for 2:~#, (1.1b) 
where S~ denotes the Schur function indexed by ~, and ( , )q . ,  denotes the scalar 
product of symmetric polynomials defined by setting for the power basis {pp} 
(pp,,pp~}.,,=(zopp[(1-q)/(1--t)] if pl=pz=p and 
otherwise. (1.2) 
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Here we use 2-ring notation and zp is the integer that makes n!/zp the number of 
permutations with cycle structure p. There are a number of outstanding conjectures 
concerning these polynomials (see [8]). Here we shall be dealing with those involving 
the so-called integral forms Ju(x;q, t) and their associated Macdonald-Kostka coeffic- 
ients Kau(q,t). We shall use the same notation as in [8]. In particular, {Qa(x;q, t)} 
denotes the basis dual to {Pa(x;q,t)} with respect to the scalar product (,)~.t. 
Clearly, (1.1b) gives 
Qa(x;q, t)=da(q, t) P a(x;q, t) (1.3) 
for a suitable rational function da(q, t). However, in [8] it is shown that 
ha(q, t) 
d~(q, t) = - -  
h'~(q,t)' 
with 
ha(q, t) = I-I (1 - qa~ts)trots)+ 1 ), 
sea 
h'a(q, t)= I-I(l --qaZ(s)+ 1 tla(s)), 
sei2 
where s denotes a generic lattice square and aa(s),la(s), respectively, denote the arm 
and the leg of s in the Ferrers diagram of 2. 
We recall from [8] that 
Ju(x;q, t) = hu(q, t)Pu(x;q, t)= h'u(q, t)Qu(x;q, t), (1.4) 
and the coefficients Kau(q,t) are defined through an expansion which in 2-ring 
notation x may be written as 
Ju(x;q, t)= ~ Sa [X(1 - t)] Kau(q, t). (1.5) 
Macdonald conjectures that these coefficients are polynomials in q, t with nonnegative 
integer coefficients. We shall refer to this here and after as the MPK conjecture. 
Macdonald erives a number of properties of the K~u(q, t); in particular he shows that 
for any partition # 
Kzu(1, 1) =fa, (1.6) 
wherefa denotes the number of standard tableaux of shape 2. This given, we can adopt 
the view point that the MPK conjecture is equivalent to the statement that for each 
/~ there exists an S,-module M u yielding a bigraded version of the left regular 
representation whose character has the expansion 
char M u = ~ zXKau(q ,  t) .  (1.7) 
1 A brief introduction tothis device and further uses are given in I-2]. 
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More precisely, if ~ffh, k(Mu) denotes the submodule of Mu consisting of its bi- 
homogeneous elements of bidegree (h, k) and we set 
PU(q,t)= ~" qhtkchar Ygn, k(Mu), (1.8) 
h,k>~O 
then (1.7) should hold true with charMu=PU(q,t). In this vein, the symmetric 
polynomial 
Hu(x; q, t) = ~" Sa Kau(q, t) = Ju IX/(1 - t); q, t] 
)L 
(1.9) 
may be viewed as the Frobenius characteristic of Mu, while the expression 
Fu( q, t) = ~ fz Kzu(q, t) (1.10) 
2 
should give its Hilbert series, that is the polynomial 
Fu(q,t)= ~, qhtkdimJfh, k(Mu). (1.11) 
h,k>~O 
For technical reasons we prefer to work here with the modified versions of Hu(x; q, t) 
and Fu(q, t) obtained by setting 
ftu(x;q,t)=Hu(x;q, 1/t)t "(u', ffu(q,t)=Fu(q, l/t)t "(u) . (1.12) 
It will also be convenient to set 
I~ zu(q, t) = K xu(q, 1/t)t "(u) , 
where, for/~=(#~ >p2>~ ... >~/~k) 
k 
n(u)= ~ (i-1)~,. (1.13) 
i=1  
In [3, 4 3 we give an explicit construction of a module Mu whose bigraded character, as 
defined by (1.8) is conjectured to have precisely the expansion 
char Mu= ~ ZzI(zu(q, t). (1.14) 
In the present work we shall limit ourselves to carrying out definitions and derivations 
that can be performed without assuming the validity of this latter conjecture but 
which nevertheless have been inspired by our construction of the module Mu. 
We shall mostly be concerned here with the case when #=(r,s)  is a two-row 
partition. Our main tool is an imbedding of the symmetric polynomials /4r.~ 
into a three parameter family { P[a,b, c]}a,b,c of polynomials indexed by two-row 
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skew diagrams, the polynomial P[a,b,c] corresponding to the skew 
[a,b,c]=(a+b,a+b+c)/(O,a) that is, 
diagram 
[a,b,c] = (1.15) 
We shall refer to [a, b, c] as a pistol with a giving the length of the barrel, b the length 
of the body and c the length of the handle. In particular, pistols with no barrel (a=0) 
will represent ordinary Macdonald polynomials, and pistols with no body (b=0) 
will represent products of two 1-row Macdonald polynomials. More precisely we shall 
have 
P [0, b, c] =/~b +c,b(x;q, t), 
P[a, O, c] = ffla(x; q, t)fflb(x;q, t). 
(1.16a) 
(1.16b) 
Here and in the following we shall denote by F the operator on symmetric 
polynomials defined by setting for a Schur function Sa: 
FSa= ~ Sa-, (1.17) 
2-~2 
where 2- --*2 is to mean that sum is carried out over all partitions 2- that immediately 
precede 2 in the Young lattice. Let us also set, for any integer m, 
[m]=l+q+q2+...qm I= 1-qm 
1--q 
This given, the point of departure in our discovery of the polynomials P[a, b, c] is the 
following basic recursion: 
FP[a,b,c]=[a]P[a-- 1,b,c]+q~[b]P[a,b - 1,c+ 1] 
+t[b]P[a + 1, b -  1,c]+qb[c]P[a,b,c -1] ,  (1.18) 
with the proviso that P [a, b, c] = 0 if any of a, b or c becomes negative. Now, it is not 
difficult to show from (1.17) that F is the symmetric function counterpart (via the 
Frobenius map) of the operation of restriction of an S.-character to S._ 1- Thus (1.18) 
expresses the manner in which a certain bigraded S,-module whose Frobenius 
characteristic s P[a, b, c] decomposes upon restriction to S._ 1. A further property 
suggested by the representation theoretical model given in [3] is that these poly- 
nomials should be symmetric in a and c. That is we must have 
P [a, b, c] = P [c, b, a]. (1.19) 
It develops that the pistol polynomials are completely characterized by (1.18) 
(1.19) and either one of the requirements (a) or (b) in (1.16). To see how this comes 
about we note that by interchanging a and c in (1.18) and using (1.19) we also derive 
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that we must have 
FP[a,b,c] =[clP[a,b,c-  1]+qC[b]P[a+ 1,b-  1,c] 
+t[b]P[a,b-  1,c+ 1]+qb[a]P [a - - l ,b ,c ]  (1.20) 
Subtracting {1.20) from (1.18), grouping terms involving the same pistol and cancelling 
the common factor [-b] gives 
(1-qa)P[a-  l ,b,c]+(qa-t)P[a,b- l,c + l] 
+(t-q+)P[a+l+b-l ,c]+(qC-1)P[a,b,c- l]=O. (1.21) 
Now we can extract two equally important recursions from this equation. The first is 
obtained by making the replacements a + 1 --* a and b -  1 --*b which gives 
t_qa- 1 
P [a ,b ,c ]=- -  P [a - l ,b ,c  + l] t -q  c 
1-  + qa-1 -  1 
+~q~P[a-l,b+l,c-l]-t-_ t -q  ~ P[a-2,  b+l,c],  (1.22) 
and the second is given by the single replacement c -  1 ---, c which gives 
1 -q~ 
P[a,b,C]=l-_-~iT1 P [a - l ,b ,c  + l] 
q" - t  t _qC+ t 
-~ 1-qC+~ P[a ,b- l ,c+2]+ l_qC+l P [a+l ,b - l , c+ l ] .  (1.23) 
Since all the pistols occurring in { 1.22) and (1.23) have the same total number of squares, 
the implications of these recursions are best visualized if we represent pictures by lattice 
points (x,y) of the cartesian plane, with x=(a-c)/2 and y=b. In the figure below we 
illustrate the case a + 2b + c = 7, that is we depict all the pistols with a total of 7 squares 
i i  i i i 
10,3,1] 11,3,0] 
I I I I I I  m rnn  " ' "L .  u ,  
n imBi |  mR| in  
[0,2.3|  [1 ,2 ,2]  [2 ,2 ,1} " [0,2,  31 
i i i i i i  |11111|  [1 . . . . .  m. . . . . .  ~q- rn  " " : . .  uu  u 
[0el+S] [ l+ l .4 J  [2+1,3] I$ f l ,2 ]  [4 ,1 ,1]  [4;~1+0) 
[] ~ r~ ~ . . . . .  : - .  . . . . . .  "w  . . . . . . . .  | im|m|E |  ml | i |Em mmiml  
10,0,?] [ 1,0, I;I [2,0,$J 13,0,41 14,0,3] [5 ,0 ,2]  11;,0,1] 17,0,0) 
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In this manner we can depict our recursions by the following two diagrams: 
[a -2 ,Ml~c]  [a- l~b÷l~e'- l ]  [a - l ,b , ,e* l ]  [a,b~c) 
[a - l ,b ,c+l l  [a+bo©] [a,b-l ,©+2) [a+l,b"-l,c~-l] 
(I.22) (I.23) 
We shall here and after refer to (1.22) and (1.23) as the upward and downward 
recursions, respectively. We can thus immediately derive two important consequences. 
First, by means of the upward recursion we obtain an expansion of each pistol 
polynomial in terms of the Macdonald polynomials/4r,s. The precise form of this 
expansion may be written as 
P[a,b,c]= ~ ui[a,b,c]P[O,b+i,a+c-2i]. (1.24) 
i=O 
In view of the identities in (1.16), we see that this expansion, for the case b = 0, should, 
in fact, coincide with the Pieri rule for the product of two 1-row Macdonald 
polynomials. It is in this sense that (1.22) may be viewed as afactorization f the Pieri 
rules for two part partitions. In the same vein the downward recursion yields an 
expansion of each pistol polynomial in terms of the product polynomials Ha Hb. This 
may be written as 
a+b 
P[a,b,c]= ~ di[a,b,c]P[i,O,a+ 2b+c-i]. (1.25) 
i=O 
When restricted to the case a=0 this should give the Macdonald polynomial ana- 
logue of the Jacobi-Trudi dentity. Now there is a recent paper of Jing and Josefiak 
which gives precisely such an expansion in the two-row case. We shall see in the 
following that our approach yields also a new and somewhat simpler proof of the 
Jing-Josefiak result. 
We have been referring to the P[a, b, c]'s as 'polynomials' although the nature of 
the recursions we use to define them might indicate that they are at best symmetric 
polynomials in the x-variables with coefficients rational functions of q and t. Never- 
theless, a closer look at (1.22) and (1.23) reveals that they must be polynomials in q and 
t as well. In fact, it is easy to see that if we compute P[a,b,c], by the recursion (1.23), 
the coefficients d~l-a, b, c] in the resulting expansion (1.25) will necessarily be rational 
functions in q and t with denominators all of whose factors are of the form 1 -q ' .  Since 
the one-row Macdonald functions ffla[x;q,t] are known to be polynomials in all of 
their arguments, we are led to the conclusion that P[a, b, c] itself must be, at worst, 
rational in q and t with a denominator containing only these factors. On the other 
hand, if we compute P[a, b, c], by the recursion (1.22), the coefficients ui[a, b, c] in the 
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resulting expansion (1.24) will necessarily be rational functions in q and t with 
denominators all of whose factors are of the form t -  qr. Now, in our recent work [4] 
we have shown that the MPK conjecture holds true for all two-row Macdonald 
polynomials H(a,b)[x;q,t]. In particular, they must be polynomials in all of their 
arguments. We should also mention that the polynomiality of Fl~a,b~[x;q, t] was also 
independently shown by Stembridge in [10]. This brings us to the other conclusion 
that P [a, b, c] is rational in q and t with a denominator containing only factors of the 
form t -q r .  Since factorization is unique here, the only manner in which these two 
contrasting results can be conciliated is that all of these potential denominator factors 
cancel out in the end and that P[a,b,c] is in fact a polynomial in all of its arguments. 
Finally, we observe that the nature of these recursions immediately implies that, 
for a fixed number n of squares, the [n+ 1/2] pistol polynomials encountered by 
any eastward lattice path (with no vertical steps) that starts from the left most corner 
and ends at the y-axis must be a basis for the span of pistol polynomials with 
n squares. 
To make our presentation entirely self-contained we need to reach the polynomials 
P[a,b,c] by a different path than the one that led us to their discovery. We shall 
thus divide the contents into three sections as follows. In the second section, we 
take the upward recursion (1.22) with the boundary conditions P I -1 ,  b, c] =0 and 
(1.16a) as the definition of the family P[a,b,c] for c>~a nd show that (1.16b) must 
hold true as well. This process also enables us to determine the coefficients ui[a, h, c] 
appearing in (1.24). This done we extend the definition of P[a,b,c] to all triples 
[a,b,c] using symmetry (i.e. (1.19)). In the third section, we use this newly found 
expansion to compute FP[a,b,c] and show that (1.18) and (1.20) indeed hold true as 
asserted. One of the byproducts of this section is a proof that (for n=a+2h+c) the 
expression 
F u (q, t) = ~, fa/£z, u (q, t), (1.26) 
2 
for #=(b,  b +c) is always a polynomial with nonnegative integer coefficients. Note 
that if H is the Frobenius image of an S,-character Z,then n! times the coefficient of the 
power symmetric function p] in H gives precisely the value of Z at the identity 
permutation. In view of (1.14) we see that the right-hand side of (1.26) should be none 
other than the special case a = 0 of the expression 
F[a,b,c] =n! P[a,b,c] Ip 7 . (1.27) 
This given, formula (1.18) delivers the beautiful (and enlightening) recursion 
F[a,b,c] = [a] F[a-- 1,b,c] + q~[b] F[a,b-- 1,c+ 1] 
+t [b ]  F[a+ 1, b -  1,c] + qb[c] F[a,b,c- 1], (1.28) 
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which not only immediately yields the desired positivity result but naturally leads to 
a combinatorial interpretation for F [a, b, c] as a q, t-count for permutations. 
In Section 4, we use the downward recursion to show that the coefficients d~[a, b, c] 
appearing in (1.25) (for a=0) are precisely those that can be obtained from the 
Jing-Josefiak identity [5]. We also obtain a variety of special cases of a remarkable 
identity which appears to be generally satisfied by the q,t-Kostka coefficients 
/(~(q, t). Namely, let us set for any partition/~ 
Bu( q, t)= ~ t i- 1 q j -  1, (1.29) 
(i,j)~la 
where s=(i,j)~t~ is to mean that s is the square that lies in the ith row and jth 
column of the (french) Ferrers diagram of #. Now it can be observed by perusal of the 
available tables that whenever, for a pair of partitions #, v we have two exponents r,s 
such that 
B~(u', u s) = Bv(u', uS), (1.30) 
then for all values of 2 we invariably have 
/(z~ (u', u s ) =/£zv (u ", uS). (1.31) 
Here and in the following we shall refer to the implication (1.30)~(1.31) as the 
biexponent conjecture. Now it develops that the results of Sections 2-4 can be 
combined to yield all of the two-row cases of (1.31). To be precise, we show in Section 
4 that the downward recursion yields an expansion 
P[O,b+m,c]= ~ ci(q,t)P[i,m, 2b+c--i] (1.32) 
i=O 
all of whose coefficients c,for i> 0 have the factor t-qC + b. Using only the well-known 
polynomiality of the Macdonald one-row functions ff-Ia[x;q, t], the downward recur- 
sion, as we have seen, guarantees that the pistol polynomials P[i, m, 2b + c- i ]  may at 
worst have some factors 1 -q"  in their denominators. Thus we can safely set t =qc+b in 
(1.32) and obtain that 
P[O,b+m,c] ,=q . . . .  P[O,m,2b+c] ],=q . . . .  (1.33) 
This yields (1.31) for #=(b+m,b+m+c), v=(m, 2b+c+m),r=c+b,s=l and 
arbitrary 2. 
In the fifth and last section we give some examples which strongly suggest hat an 
underlying eneral mechanism ay actually be at work permits the factorization of 
Pieri rules in full generality. In particular, we show that every result obtained in the 
two-row case has an analogous counterpart in the hook case, including the implica- 
tion (1.30)~(1.31). Further examples upporting the biexponent conjecture are also 
given at the end. 
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2. Pieri rules and the upward recursion 
As indicated in the introduction we shall define {P1-a,b,c] }a~c as  the family of 
polynomials atisfying the recursion 
t_q,-  1 
P [a ,b ,c ] - - -  P[a- l ,b,c+l] 
t -q  ~ 
1 _qC 
+ t-q~ P[a- l,b+ l,c-1]-~ 
q. - l _  1 
I __qC 
- -  P[a-2, b+l,c], (2.1) 
with the initial conditions 
P [--1, b, c] = 0, (2.2a) 
P [0, b, c] =/4tb.b + ~)(x;q, t). (2.2b) 
Our goal in this section is to show that 
P[a, O,c] = ffla(X;q,t)fflc(X;q,t ). (2.3) 
Note that substituting (2.2b) and (2.3) in (1.24) gives 
~l~(x;q, t)ffI~(x;q, t)= i ui[a, O, c] ~li,~+~-i(x;q, t). 
i=0  
(2.4) 
This means that for (2.3) to hold true it is necessary and sufficient hat the coefficients 
ui[a,0, c] turn out to be the same as those calculated from the Pieri rules. 
It is convenient o set, for an arbitrary lattice square s and partition v 
{1 --q"~s)tt~s)+~ if s~v, h~(s)= 1 otherwise, (2.51 
similarly, 
{ll--q"v(s)+lttv~) ifs~v, 
h; (s) = otherwise. (2.6) 
This given, we find in I-8] that the product of the general polynomial Q, by a poly- 
nomial Q, indexed by a 1-row partition has the expansion 
Qu(x;q,t)Q.(x;q,t)= Z H hu(s)hi(S) Qx(x;q't)' (2.7) 
where 2//~ ~ o'¢ga means that the sum is to be carried out over partit ions 2 such that )4'/~ 
is a horizontal a-strip and s~Ra/u means that s is one of the lattice squares that are in 
the rows that contain 2//~ but not in one of the columns that contain 2/#. Specializing 
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this formula to the case when /~ is the 1-row partition (c) we easily derive from 
(2.5)-(2.7) that 
-2 (1--t). . .(1--tqi-1) (1--qC-a+i+l)...(1--q c-a+2i) 
Q~Qc= = o (1 -q ) . . . (1 -q ' )  (T~t~.~( l l - - t~)  Q~-''c+'" (2.8) 
To change this formula into one involving our polynomials klx(x;q,t) we use the 
second equation in (1.4), (1.9) and the first equation (1.12). Omitting the details of this 
rather straightforward operation, in this manner we finally arrive at the expansion 
q ) a - i , c+ i ,  ,=o- -  (q)~_~+, (t -~7_T~),) ~.:it ~qT-+,) (t-- (2.9) 
where [~] =(q),/(qh(q)a-~ denotes the q-binomial coefficient and for an integer m 
(q)m : (1 --q)(1 __q2)... (1 - -q"-  1). (2.10) 
Thus to show (2.3) we need only prove that the coefficient u,_ ~[a, 0, c] obtained by 
recursing through (2.1), and using the initial conditions in (2.2) coincides with the 
coefficient of/~,_ ~,c +i in (2.9). Actually we can show something even more remarkable, 
namely the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. For all triples [a, b, c] with a <~ c we have 
i=o (q)c-~+i (t--qC-~T-ii~"(~---qT+i) ( t -  
× P[O,b+a- - i , c -a+2 i ] .  (2.11) 
Proof. Before we proceed with our proof we should note that formula (2.11) simply 
says that not only ua-i[a,O,c] but ua_i[a,b,c] as well must be equal to the coefficient 
of ~la-i,c+i n (2.9). However, the equality ui[a,O,c] =ui[a,b,c] should not come as 
a surprise here for the simple reason that there is no dependence on b in the 
coefficients of the upward recursion. Thus repeated applications of (2.1) must yield the 
same expansion for P[a,b,c] in terms of the polynomials P[O,b+i ,c -a+2i ]  as they 
yield for P[a,O,c] in terms of the polynomials P[O, i ,c-a+2i] .  
We shall verify (2.11) by showing that the polynomial G[a,b,c] defined by the 
right-hand side of (2.1l) satisfies the upward recursion. Now this is easily done. 
Rewriting (2.11) with P replaced by G and a, b, c replaced by a -1 ,b+ 1, c -1  gives 
1 _qC 
- -  G[a -  1, b + 1, c -  1] Ie[o,b+a-i,c-a+21] t--q c 
_ l - -q  c (q)a-l(q)c-x ( t - -1) '" ( t - -q i-1) (t__qC-a+2i) 
t--q c (q)i(q)a-i-l(q)c-~+i (t--q ~-~+i) "'" (t--q c+i-1) 
t _q  i-1 
--(1 --ql)(t--q~-~+~) C~(q, t), (2.12) 
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where the symbol ' l '  denotes the operation of taking a coefficient and, lor con- 
venience, we have set 
(q)a-l(q)c (t-- 1)"" [t--q i-2) (t--q c-~+2i ) 
Ci(q't)--(q)i_l(q)a_i_l(q)c_a+i (t_aC-a+i+l)...(t_qC+i 1) (t_qC} (2.13~ 
Taking into account that when we replace in (2.11) a,b,c by a-2 ,  h+ 1,c the sum- 
mand corresponding to index i contains P [0, b + a -  1 - i, c -  a + 2 + 2i] we obtain 
q , - l _  1 
G[_a-2, b+ 1,c] IPto,b+,-i,¢- ~+ 2i] 
t -q  ~ 
q " -1 -1  (q)~ 2(q)c ( t -1 ) ' " ( t -q  i-2) 
t -q  ~ (q)i-l(q)~-l-i(q)~ ,,+x+/ (t-qC-~+i+l)'"tt-qC+i 1) 
-1  
x (t - qC- a + 2/) = Ci(q, t). ~2.14) 1 __qC-a+i~ 1 
Similarly, we get 
t _qa-  1 
- -  G[a -  1,b ,c+ 1] Ipto,b+,,-i,~-,,+zil 
t -q  ~ 
t_q~ 1 (q)a-a(q)~+l ( t - l ) " ' ( t -q  i-2) 
_ ( t _qC ~+~i) 
t--q c (q)i-l(q)a-i(q)~-a+i+l (t--q~-a+i+l) '"(t--q ~+i) 
(t--q ~ 1)(1--q~+l) 
=(1- -qa- i ) (1- -q~ a+i+ l )(t__q~+i ) Ci(q' t)" 12.15) 
Summing the right-hand sides of (2.12), (2.14) and (2.15) gives 
(1  - q")(t - q i -  1)( t _  qC) 
(1 -q~)( l -qa-~)( t - -q~+~)( t -q~ ~+~) Ci(q,t), 
which is easily checked to be the coefficient of P[O,b+a- i , c -a+2i ]  in G[a,b,c]. 
This gives us what we need for 1 ~< i ~< a -  1. So we are left with the boundary cases i = 0 
and i=a. In the first case, the coefficient of P[O, b +a,  c -a ]  can only come from the 
term involving G [a - 1, b + 1, c -  1 ] and thus it must be equal to the right-hand side of 
(2.12t for i=0.  The latter is easily seen to be equal to the coefficient of P [O,b+a,c -a]  
in G [a, b, c] (the i = 0 term in (2.11)) as desired. Finally, the coefficient of P L0, h, c+ a] 
can only come from the term involving G[a-  1, b, c + 1] and thus it must be given by 
the right-hand side of (2.15) (for i=a), and here again we see that this gives the 
coefficient of P[O,b,c+a] in G[a,b,c] (the i=a term in (2.1 I)). This completes our 
argument and the proof of the theorem. [] 
The definition of P[a,b,c] is now extended to all triples by setting, for c<a 
P[a, b, c] = P[c, b, a]. (2.16) 
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Note that by construction Eq. (1.21), i.e. 
(1 -qa)P[a- 1,b,c] +(q"-t) P[a,b- 1,c + 1] 
+(t-qc)P[a+l,b-l,c]+(qC-1)P[a,b,c-1]=O (2.17) 
will be satisfied for all quadruples of pistols that are weakly to the left of the y-axis in 
our lattice square representation. Our definition (2.16) then forces the equation 
obtained from (2.17) by reversing all the triples to hold true to the right of the y-axis 
(for a>~c+ 1). However, this is 
(1 -q" )P [c ,b ,a - -  1]+(q"--t) P[c+ 1,b -  1,a] 
+(t-qc)P[c,b-l ,a+l]+(qC-1)P[c-l ,b,a]=O (2.18) 
and we can clearly see that this is again (2.17) with the labels a and c interchanged. We 
are left with the case a=c. However, here (2.17) collapses into a triviality since the 
resulting terms cancel each other in pairs. We have thus assured that (2.17) and the 
four recursions that can be derived from it can be used in full generality. In particular, 
this implies that we need only establish the F-recursion in (1.18) since, by reversing the 
process followed in the introduction, formula (1.20) can be obtained by subtracting 
from (i.18), (2.17) multiplied by [b]. 
Finally, we should note that (2.16) enables us to use (2.11) in all cases by interchang- 
ing a and c on the right-hand side, whenever necessary. 
3. Pistol Hilbert series 
Our main goal in this section is to prove Eq. (1.18) and derive some of its most 
interesting combinatorial implications. In order to do this it is necessary and instruc- 
tive to compute the action of F on the general polynomial FI,(x;q,t). We start by 
noting that formula (1.17) is equivalent to the identity 
FSz(x)Sz(y) = ~ Sa(x)Sx(y)hl (y). 
,t 2 
In other words, we have 
FXg2(x, y) = f2(x, y)hl (y), (3.1) 
where ~(x, y) is the Cauchy kernel and F ~ is F as an operator acting on polynomials in 
the x-variables. The duality of the bases {P~(x;q, t)}a and {Qa(x;q, t)}a with respect o 
the scalar product (,)q,,  is known [7] to be equivalent to the identity 
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Using (1.4) this may also be expressed as the 2-ring identity 
O(x, y) = ~ Ja IX/(1 - t)] Qa [ Y(1 - q)]/ha( q, t), 
a 
and (in view of (1.9)) we can write 
fa(x, y) = ~ H a(x;q, t) K a( y;q, t), (3.2) 
a 
where for convenience we have set 
Ka(y;q, t)= Qa[ Y(1 - q)]/ha(q, t). 
Combining (3.2) and (3.1) we derive that 
(3.3~ 
~" FHu(x;q, t)Ku(y; q, t)= ~ Hdx q, t)K~(y;q, t)h~ (y). (3.4! 
# v 
This reduces us to the computation of the product Ka( v q t)h~(y). To this end we use 
(2.7) with a= 1 and obtain, (since Q1 =(1 -t)/(1 -q )h l )  
a . . . .  .;e~,. h'~(s)h,(s) 
where 2~v means that the sum is to be carried out over partitions 2 which are 
obtained by adding a corner square to v. Making the 2-ring substitution y--* y(l -q) ,  
dividing both sides by h~(q, t), and making the appropriate cancellations and adjust- 
ments yields us the formula 
with 
K~(y;q,t)hl(y)= ~ Ka(y;q,t)c~lq, t) (3.6) 
= 1--[ ha(s) [7  ha(s) (3.7) Car(q, t) 
where here ~a/~ (resp. ~/v) denotes the set of squares of v that are in the same row 
(resp. same column) as the square we must remove from 2 to obtain v. Substituting 
(3.6) in (3.4) gives 
FHu(x; q, t)Ku(y;q, t )=~ Hv(x;q, t) ~ Ka(y;q, t)ca~(q, t). 
V a~v 
and equating coefficients of Ku(y;q, t) of both sides yields 
FHu(x;q,t)= ~ %~(q,t)Hdx;q,t). (3.8) 
v~l t  
We are thus finally able to state the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.1. 
FFI.(x;q,t)= ~ (.~(q,t)fflv(x;q,t), 
where  
t lu (s )  _ qau(s) + 1 flu(s) + 1 _ qau(s) 
gu~(q't)= U t l~(~)~r  U tlv(~'+l - -  
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Proof. Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) are straightforward consequences of(3.8) and (3.7) and the 
definition (1.12) of/4..  [] 
For motivation and guidance in our further manipulations it is helpful to consider 
/4, as the Frobenius characteristic of a certain bigraded module M, whose character 
as defined in (1.8) satisfies (1.14). In this vein the expression 
Fu(q, t) = ~ f~ I(a,(q, t)(= n!ffI u I pT) (3.11) 
may be viewed as the Hilbert series of M,. This given, Theorem 3.1 has the following 
remarkable corollary. 
Corollary 3.1. For any partition I~ we have 
flu(s) __ qau(s) + 1 tl.(s) + 1 __ qau(s) 
/~ , (q , t )=2 ~ ~ f  ~ t,v,s,¥1_q.v,~ , Fv(q,t). 
V~Ct 5E~t~,'v SE~IJ/v 
(3.12) 
Proof. We already noted in the introduction that if H is the Frobenius image of an 
S,-character Z then n! times the coefficient of p] in H gives the value ofg at the identity 
permutation. We noted also that FH gives the Frobenius image of the restriction of 
to S,_ 1- In fact, Eq. (1.17) simply expresses the special case when g is the irreducible 
character )~a. This given (3.12) follows immediately from (3.9) and (3.10) upon equating 
the coefficient of p]-I of both sides of (3.9). [] 
We should emphasize that the preceding argument does not make use of the 
existence of the module M,. In fact, the argument only uses (3.11) which may be taken 
as the definition of F,. We are using here the module and character jargon only to 
motivate our steps. 
The intricacy of (3.12) makes it quite astounding that recursing through it should 
produce a polynomial with nonnegative integer coefficients. Nevertheless, computer 
explorations which (by means of (3.12))can be carried out without difficulty for n ~< 12, 
confirm this fact and bring to light some very interesting symmetries and tantalizing 
combinatorial conjectures. As we shall presently see the introduction of the pistol 
polynomials does remove some of the mystery, at least for the case of two part 
partitions. We shall show that, in fact, (3.12) in this case is precisely what is obtained 
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from (1.28) (for a =0) by eliminating from it all the terms which correspond to pistols 
with a barrel (a >0). This should make worthwhile the effort of establishing the basic 
recursion in (1.18). To this end, our basic ingredients are the expansion in (2.1 li and 
the special case # =(b, b + c) of (3.9). The latter may be stated as follows. 
Theorem 3.2. 
t2 __qC t__qC+b 
rPEO, b,c]=[h] P[O,b - l , c+ l ]+[c ]  P[O,b,c-1] .  (3.13) t--q c t--q ~ 
Proof. From (3.9) fo r /~=(b ,b+c)  we get 
I'~Ib,b+c=C(b,b+c),(b-l,b+c)~lb 1. +c-~C(b,b+c 1),(b l,b+c)~lb, b+c 1" (3.14) 
Now for v=(b-  1,b+c)  the set ~,/v consists of the first row o f (h -  1,h+c), and thus 
the first factor in (3.10) reduces to 
(1 _qb)" ' (1  _q2) 
-[b]. (1--qb 1 ) . . . ( l _q )  
Moreover,  here g#,/v consists to a single square with leg 1 for H and leg 0 for v but arm 
c for both # and v. Thus the second factor in (3.10) gives 
t 2 _qC 
t -q  c 
This computes the first coefficient in (3.14). We leave it to the reader to verify that the 
coefficient g(b,b+c-l),(b 1,b+c)evaluates to [c](t-qC+b)/(t-q e) as indicated in (3.13). 
Of course, (3.13) then follows from (3.14) and the initial conditions (2.2b). ] 
We are now in a position to establish our basic recursion. 
Theorem 3.3. 
FP[a,b,c] = [a lP [a -  1,b,c] +qa[b]P[a ,h-  l , c+ 1] 
+t[b]P[a+ 1,b-1,c]  +qb[c]P[a,b,c-- 1]. (3.15) 
Proof. We have to deal with the three cases a < c, a = c and a > c separately. We start 
with a < c. Here we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We call G [a, h, c] the 
right-hand side of (3.15), computed by expanding each of the four terms by means of 
(2.11). We then compute the left-hand side by expanding P[a, b, c] by means of (2.11 ) 
and calculate F of it by applying F to each of the summands. This done we verify that 
the coefficient of P[O,b+a- i , c -a+2i -1 ]  is the same for both sides. To avoid 
cumbersome equations we need to use some short hand here. We see that the left-hand 
side will produce two terms (via (3.13)), we shall denote them by FPI and FP2, 
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respectively. Similarly, we denote by G1, G2, G3, G4 the four terms produced by the 
right-hand side in the order appearing in (3.15). Finally, the coefficient of 
P [0, b + a - i, c - a + 2 i -  1] for each of these terms will be represented by attaching the 
symbol li. 
We start by working on the left-hand side. Using (2.11) and linearity we are reduced 
to compute FP[O,b+a- i ,c-a+2i] .  Now (3.13) gives 
FP[O,b+a- i , c -a+ 2i] 
=[b+a- i ]  
t 2 __qC-a+2i 
t__qC-a+ 2i P[0, b+a- i - -  1,c-a+2i+ 1] 
t_qb+C +i 
+[c--a+2i]  t__qC_a+2 i P[O,b+a- i , c -a+2i -1 ] .  
We see then that (for i>~ 1) 
(1 --q)FPx Ii=(1 __qb+a-i+ l) t2--q c-a+ 2i- 2 
t__qC-a+ 2i- 2 
(q)~ (q)~ (t-- 1)... (t--q i-2) 
(q)i-l(q)a-i+l (q)c-a+i-1 
× (t__qC-~+ 2i- 2) 
and 
(t-- qC-a+i- 1)... (t __qC+i- 1) 
(3.16) 
(1 --q)FP 2 Ii=(1 __qC-a+ 2i) t--q b+c+i 
t__qC-a+ 2i 
(q)~ (q)~ 
(q)i(q)~-i (q)c-a+i 
( t -1 ) ' " ( t -q  i-1) (t_qC-a+2i). 
(t_q~_a+i) ... (t_q~+i) (3.17) 
Factoring out the common part 
(q)a (q)~ ( t -  1).-. ( t -q  i-2) 
Ci(q't)=(q)i-l(q)a-i (q)c-a+i-a (t--qC-a+i)'"(t--q c+i-1) 
and making the available cancellations we can rewrite these two terms as 
__qb+a-i+ l)(t2 qC-a+ 2i- 2 ) 
(1-q)FPxli=(l(l_q,_i+l)(t_qC_,+i_x) Ci(q,t) 
and 
(3.18) 
(t--qi- X)( 1-qc-a+ 2i)(t-qb+c+i ) 
(1 --q)FP2 Ii = (1 -- ql)(1 --qc-a+i)(t--qC+i) Ci(q, t). (3.19) 
Let us now see what we get from the right-hand side. Note first that the 
presence of a -1  in the first term and b -1  in the second term forces 
P[O,b+a- i -  1 ,c-a+ 1 +2i]  to appear in the summand corresponding to i in both 
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G1 and G 2. Therefore, to match what we did for the left-hand side we must take the 
i -1  summand for both these terms. Thus we get 
(q),- 1 (q)c ( t -  1)... ( t -q  I-2) (1 -q)G~ li=(1 _qa) 
(q)i-l(q)~-i (q)c-a+, ( t -q  ¢-a+i) ... ( t -q  ~+i- x) 
×(t_qC-~+ 2i-1), 
( l_q)G2l i=q,( l_qb) (q)a (q)~+l (t--1)".(t--q i-2) 
(q)i-l(q).-i+l (q)c-a+i (t-qC-~+i)...(t--qC+i) 
×(t--qC-a+2i-1), 
(1-q)G31,=t(1 qb) (q),+l (q)~ (!-- l ) . . . (t--q '-1) 
-- (q)i(~a+l-i (q)c-a ,+~ (t--q~- -'~i).--:(t--qc+i) 
×(t--qc-a+ 2i-l), 
(q), (q)c-1 (t--1)".(t--q i-1) (1--q)Gal~=qb(l--q ~) 
(qJi(q)~-i (q)~ 1-~+i (t--qC-"-x+i)...(t--q~-l+~ 
×(t--qC-a+ 2i-1). 
Factoring out C~(q, t) from each of these terms gives 
1 (t_qC-a+ 21- (1 -q)G11i= 1 __qC-a+ i 1)Ci(q, t) , 
( l _q )Gz l i _  (1-qC+X)q~(1-q b)
(1 _ q,- i+ 1)( 1 _q~-,+i)(t_qC+i) (t _qC-,+ 2i- 1)Ci(q, t), 
t(l__qa+l)(l__qb)(t__ q, 1) 
(1 -q)G3l  i - (t--qC+i)(1--q/)(1--qa-i+x)(t--q¢-~+i-1)(t q~ ,+2i 1)C,( q t}, 
qb(t_ qi- 1) 
.... _q )t~i(q,t ) . ( l -q)G41i ( l_qi)(t_q~_,+i_l)(t  ~-,+2i- i  r 
Comparing with (3.16) and (3.17) we are reduced to checking that 
(1-qb+a-i+ l)(t2-qC-~+ zi- 2) (t_qi-1)(l _qC-~+ 2i)(t_qb+c+i) 
~ l -~-4x)~_~F~ -t (l_q,)(l_qC_~+i)(t_q~+,) 
equals 
1 
1 __qC-a+i (t--q ~-~+ai 1) 
(1 -- q¢+ 1)qa(1 _qb) 
+ (1 --q~-i+ 1)(1 --qC-~+i)(t_q~+i ) (t--q¢-~+2i-1) 
t(1 --q" + 1)(1 --qb)( t _  ql- 1) + 
(1 -- qi)(l _q~-i+ 1)(t_q~-~+i- 1)(t_q¢ +i) (t--q c-a+21- x) 
qb(t_ qi- 1 ) 
(t qC aq-2i-1) + (l__qi)(t__qc-a+i_l) -- 
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which can be easily verified by a symbolic manipulat ion software such as 
MATHEMATICA.  This deals with the coefficient of P[O,b+a- i , c -a+2i ]  for 
i=1  . . . . .  a. 
We must now check the coefficients of the polynomials P[O,b+a,c -a -1 ]  and 
P [0, b -  1, c + a + 1] which correspond to the extreme values of the summation index. 
We can easily see that P [0, b + a, c -  a -  1 ] is only provided by the i = 0 term of FP2, 
G 3 and G4. Now from (3.19), setting 
(q)c 1 
A(q , t )=- -  
(q)c-1 ~ ( t - -qc -a ) . - . ( t - -qc - l ) '  
gives 
t _q  b+c 
(1 -q )FP2 [PtO,b+a.c-,-ll-- - -  A(q, t). 
t--q ~ 
Similarly from G 3 and G4 we get 
(1-q)G3+(1-q)G4leto.b+~,~-~-l l=(t 1--j+qb)A(q,t),t_qC 
and we see that these two expressions yield the same coeffÉcient. 
On the other extreme, the coefficient of P [0, b -  1, c + a + 1] can only be provided by 
the i=a term in FP~ and G2 and the i=a+l  term in G3. So setting 
( t - - l ) . . . ( t - -q  ~-1) 
(t--q ~+l)...(t-q~+") ' 
B(q,t)=(1 _qb) 
Eq. (3.16) gives 
(1 --q)FP1 [PrO,b- 1,c+a+ 1]-- 
t2_q c+a t_qC +~ 
t_q  c+~ t--q ~ 
- -  S (q ,  t ) ,  
while from G2 and G 3 we get 
t _aa ,  ~ 
(1 -q) (G2+Ga) le to ,b_ l ,c+a+l l= qa+t t~q~)B(q,t ) ,  
and we see again that these two expressions yield the same coefficient. 
We shall next check the case a = c. Here, according to our general definition of the 
pistol polynomial,  Eq. (3.15) reduces to 
FP[a,b,c] =[a] (1  +qb)p[a-- 1,b,a] +(t +qa)P[a,b - 1,a+ 1)]. (3.20) 
Now the left-hand side is the same as before only with c=a. Carrying out this 
substitution in (3.18) and (3.19) gives the two terms 
(1 -- qb +a- i+ 1)(tZ _ q2 i -  2) 
(1 - -q)FP I  li (l__qa_i+l)(t__qi_l) C~(q,t) (3.21) 
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and 
t -i-lWl .2i~Q ~b+a+i) 
(1 "FP ' ( - -q  J t - -q  t t - -q  -q j  21,= (1 _ q~i_~qa~)  C'i(q,t), (3.22t 
Where C}(q, t) is what Ci(q, t) becomes after setting c=a. On the other hand, the two 
terms coming from the right-hand side of (3.20), which we now call (1 -q)G] I~ and 
(1-q)G'2 [i, are only slight modifications of (1 -q )G1 [i and (1-q)G2l i ,  respectively. 
We can easily see that they become 
f_q2i-1 
(1-q)G'~ I~=( l+q b) - - - -  Cflq, t), 
1 __qi 
(1--qa+a)(1--qb) 
(1 -q)G'z l i=(t +q~) ( t -q  2~- 1)C'i( q, t). 
(1 _ qa-i+ 1)( 1 -q~)(t _q~+i) 
It may be verified that the sum of these two expressions equals the coefficient obtained 
by summing (3.21) and (3.22). We leave it to the reader to verify that the extreme cases 
of i do also yield the same coefficients. 
We are left to deal with the case a > c. However, this case is easily deduced from the 
case a < c. In fact, for c < a, symmetry (and the previous case) yields us that 
FP[a,b,c] =FP[c,b,a] = [c ]P[c -  1,b,a] +qC[b]P[c,b- 1,a+ 1] 
+t[b]P[c + 1 ,b -  l ,a] +qb[a]P[c,b,a-- 1]. 
Using symmetry again gives 
FP[a ,  b, c] = [c] P [a, b, c -  1] + q C[b] P [a  + 1, b -  1, c] 
+t[b]P[a ,b -  1,c+ l ]+qb[a]P [a - - l ,b ,c ] .  (3.23) 
However, we can now use identity (1.21), that is 
0=(1-q" )P [a -  1,b,c] +(q" - t )P [a ,b -  1,c+ 1] 
+(t -qc)P[a+ 1 ,b-  1,c] +(qC_ 1)P[a,h,c-  1], (3.24) 
since it was established in Section 2 for all values of a, b, c. But, we can easily verify that 
adding to (3.23) Eq. (3.24) multiplied by [b] yields (3.15) as desired. This completes our 
proof. [] 
The establishment of the identities (1.18), (1.20) and (1.21) along with its rewritings 
(1.22) and (1.23), enables us to derive a number of interesting properties of the 
polynomials/4,  of kt a two-row partition. We start by noting that when a + 2b + c = n, 
by equating coefficients of P'I-1 in (1.18), (1.20) and (1.21) we immediately derive the 
following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.4. 
F[a,b,c] =[a]F[a-  l,b,c] +qa[b]F[a, b -  1,c+ 1] 
+t[b]F[a+ 1,b- 1,c] +qb[c]F[a,b,c- 1], (3.25) 
F[a,b,c] =[c]F[a,b,c- 1] +qC[b]F[a+ 1,b-  1,c] 
+ t [b] F [a, b -  1, c + 1] + qb[a] F [a-- 1, b, c], (3.26) 
(1 --q")F[a- 1,b,c] +(qa-t)F[a,b-  1, c+ 1] 
+(t-qC)F[a+ l ,b- l ,c]+(qC-1)F[a,b,c-1]=O. (3.27) 
Note that by setting a=0 in (3.25) we get 
F[O,b,c]=[b] F[O,b- l,c + 1]+t[b]F[1,b- 1,c]+qb[c]F[O,b,c -1] ,  
and this, using (1.16a), (1.27) and (1.27) may be rewritten as 
Fb, b + c(q, t) = [b] f~b - 1. b + ~) + t [b] F [ 1, b - 1, c] + q b [e] f~b, b+c -,  ). (3.28) 
On the other hand, Pieri rules give 
~ t2--q---~ ~ t--q~+b fb.b+c-1 (3.29) Fb, b+c(q,t)=[b] t_q¢ Fb-l,b+~+[C] t_q~ 
(this may be obtained either directly from (3.12) by specializing/~ = (b, b + c) or from 
(3.13) by equating coefficients of p]-1). Now, by letting a=0 in (3.27) we get 
(1 - t )F [O,b-  1, c+ 1] +(t-qC)F[1,b - 1,el +(q~- 1)F[0, b,c-  1] =0,  
which may be rewritten as 
F[1,b-  l,c]= t--1 - 1--q~ 'fib b+c- t_qC Fb-l,b+c+--t__q~ . 1. 
Now we can readily verify that (3.29) is precisely what one obtains by using this 
identity to eliminate the pistol term from (3.28). 
We can thus see that at least in the case of two-part partitions the intricacy of the 
coefficients in the Pieri rules is a consequence of recursing within the family of 
Macdonald polynomials. In contrast recursing through pistols not only produces 
somewhat simple Pieri identities but yields coefficients that have rather suggestive 
combinatorial interpretations. To be precise here we need some notation. Let us say 
that ~z is a labelled pistol of shape [a, b, c] if it is obtained by entering the components 
of a permutation (al,a2, ...,a.) (with n=a+2b+c) in the successive squares of the 
pistol [a, b, c] ordered from left to right and from bottom to top. For instance in the 
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example below we illustrate the result of entering (2, 3, 8, 9, 5, 10, 4, l, 6, 7, 1 l) into the 
shape [2, 3, 3]. 
121318 9 5 
I,° , ° 71 , , I  
For a given word u=ala2 ... an set 
inv [u] -- ~ z(ai < at). 
1 <~i<j~h 
Similarly for two words u=ala  2 " "  ah and b '=b lb  2 . . .  D k set 
h k 
inv [u, v] = ~ y' x(al < bj). 
i= l j= l  
Again for a given column of= [}] set 
inv [(g] = x(i <j) .  
Finally, for a pair of columns ~1 = [}] and ~2 = [~,] set 
l+z ( j<b)  if a=max[ i , j ,a ,b] ,  
~ l+z(a<i )  if b=max[ i , j ,a ,b ] ,  
inv [('gl ' of 2 ] = ) ~((b <j)  if i=max[ i , j ,a ,b] ,  
~,~((i < a) if j=max[ i , j ,a ,b] .  
Now, let re be a labelled pistol re of shape [a, b, c]. Let A (re) denote the word of length 
a obtained by reading the entries in the barrel of re from left to right. Similarly, let 
B1 (re) and Bz(re ) denote the words of length b obtained by reading in the same manner 
the entries in the first and second row of the body of re. Finally, let C(re) denote the 
word in the handle of re. Set 
WA(re)=q inv[a(It)] ' Wc(re)=q inv[C(It)] '
WB(re) = I-[  tinv[~] l - I  qinV[~,,~2], 
where ~1-*~2 ~ re is to mean here that ~1 is to the left of ~2 in the body of re. We may 
refer to these monomials as the weights of the barrel, the body and the handle of re, 
respectively. This given, we have the following combinatorial interpretation for the 
Hilbert series of pistol polynomials. 
Theorem 3.5. 
F [a, b, c] = ~" WA(re) q inv[A(n)'B' (n)] wn(re)qi'~vtthtit)'ctit)lWc(re). 
it 
(3.30) 
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Proof. It will be convenient to refer to the summand corresponding to ~ as the weight 
of g. It can be easily shown by induction on n = a + 2b + ¢ that the right-hand side 
satisfies the recursion (3.25). The idea, is to figure out what happens if we remove 
n from n. Clearly, if n is in the barrel, we shorten the barrel and obtain a pistol of shape 
[a -  1, b, c]. If n has i entries to its left then the resulting labelled pistol g' will have 
a weight which differs from the weight of ~ by a factor qi. This accounts for the first 
term in the recursion (3.25). A similar reasoning yields the last term. I fn is in the upper 
row of the body, removing it and rearranging columns we get a labelled pistol ~' of 
shape [a, b -  1, c + 1]. If this rearrangement is carried out so as to bring the label that 
was sitting below n at the beginning of the new handle, we see that the weight of ~' 
differs from the weight of g only by a factor of qa +i, where i + a gives the number of 
labels to the left of n in g. This accounts for the third term in (3.25). The fourth term 
corresponds to the case when n is in the bottom row of the body. Here we remove 
n and rearrange the columns so as to bring the label that was sitting on top of n back 
to the end of the new barrel. Then the loss in weight will be tq ~, the t factor accounting 
for the inversion produced by n being at the bottom of a column and the q~ factor 
accounting for the number of labels that are to the left of n in its row. Thus all the 
terms (3.25) have been accounted for and the proof can be easily completed. [] 
Remark 3.1. If we think a bit we can see that the weight of the pistol we used in the 
summation (3.30) is a natural offspring of the recursion (3.25). In this vein, we can 
surmize that the recursion in (3.26) should lead to another pistol weight and another 
combinatorial interpretation for F [a, b, c]. Indeed, what was done with n in the proof 
of Theorem 3.5 can be carried out almost verbatim by removing 1. Now recursing on 
the removal of the smallest entry, leads precisely to (3.26) and a weight that differs 
from the one given above only in the factor wn(~). The reader should have no difficulty 
seeing that here we must take 
z ( j<b)  
inv [cgl, cg2] = z(a <i)  
1 + z(b <j) 
1 +)~(i<a) 
if a = min [i,j, a, b], 
if b = min [i,j, a, b], 
if i = min [i,j, a, b], 
if j = rain [i,j, a, b]. 
That these two different weights yield the same q, t-count of permutations i  a remark- 
able consequence of the equivalence of the two recursions (3.25) and (3.26). The reader 
may find it amusing to construct a proof of this equivalence that does not use the 
theory of pistol polynomials. 
4. The downward recursion and the Jing-Josefiak identity 
In this section we show that the downward recursion leads to a Jacobi-Trudi-  
ike expansion for pistol polynomials. We shall then use the latter to derive some 
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applications. In particular, we obtain a proof of the biexponent conjecture for 
two-row shapes and a new derivation of the Jing and Josefiak identity. The latter, in 
the present notation, may be stated as follows. 
Theorem 4.1 (Jing-Josefiak [53). 
b 
Qb,b+AX;q,t)= ~, ai(b,c)Qb-i(x;q,t)Qb+~+i(x;q,t), 
i=0  
where 
( t -1) . . . ( t -q  I-1) (1-q~).. .(1-q ~+i-1) 
ai(b,c)= 
(1--q)...(1--q i) (1--tqC+'j...(1--tq ~+') 
(1 __qC+ 2i} 
(1 --qC) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
It develops that the downward recursion yields the following result for pistols. 
Theorem 4.2. For any nonnegative integers b, c, m we have 
b 
P[O,b+m,c]= ~ di(b,c)P[b-i,m,i+b+c], (4.31 
i=0  
where 
d,(b,c)= (1-~f._~i~qq~+V+,) (t--q~+~+x)...(t--qC+b)(1--q~+2i). (4.4) 
Proof. Again it should not be a surprise here that in (4.3) the coefficients do not 
depend on m since in the basic relation (1.21) none of the coefficients depend on the 
bodies of the pistols. In particular, this means that we need only verify (4.3) and (4.4) 
for m=0. Note that (4.3) is trivially true for b=0. Thus we can proceed by induction 
and assume the theorem true for b and for all m>~0. Writing (4.3) for m= 1 then gives 
b 
P[0, b+ 1,c] = ~, di(b,c)P[b-i, 1, i+b+c], (4.5) 
i=0  
with the coefficients di(b, c) as stated in (4.4). Now, the downward recursion immedi- 
ately yields the following identity: 
( l_qa).. .( l_qk+X) 
PEa, 1,c] =(1 - t )  (1 -qC + 1) ~-~(i ~-~+~-  k) 
= 
x qA(1-qC+a+2-2k)p[k, 0, c+a+2-k]  
(1 _qa)...(1 -q)  
+(1--t ) ( l_qC+l) . . . ( l_q~+a+x)P[0,0,  c+a+2]  
+ (t_q~+ 1) 
(1 _q~+ 1) P[a+l,O,c+l]. (4.6) 
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Indeed, there are exactly two paths leading from [a, 1, c] to [a -  i, 0, c + i + 2] (for 
0~<i~<a-1), with arrows as indicated in the diagram of (1.23). Both these paths 
proceed horizontally directly to the shape [a - i, 1, c + i]. Up to this point, by recursing 
through (1.23), we accumulate the factor 
(1 _qa).. .  (1 _qa-i+ 1) 
(1--q c+').. .(1-qc+i)" (4.7) 
Then one of tile paths follows the two edges 
[a-i,  1,c+i] ~ [a - i -  1, 1 ,c+i+ 1] --*[a-i,O,c+i+2] 
contributing the extra factor 
(1 --qa-i)(t--qC+i+ 2) 
(1 _qC+i+ 1)( 1 __qC+i+ 2) ' 
while the other path shortcuts diagonally to [a - i ,  0, c + i+ 2] contributing the addi- 
tional factor 
(qa - i - - t )  
(1 __qC+i+ l) " 
These two contributions sum to 
(q,-i_qC+i-2) 
(1- t )  (1-qC+i+ 1)(1 _qC+i-2) • (4.8) 
Multiplying (4.7) by (4.8) and making the substitution a - i  = k yields that the coeffic- 
ient of 
P[k,O,c+a+2-k] 
is 
(l--t) (1--qa)...(1--qk+l) __qC+a+2-2k) 
(1 __qC+l)... (1 __qC+a+2-k) q k(1 
as desired. The proof of (4.6) can now be easily completed since the shapes 
[0 ,0 ,c+a+2]  and [a+ 1,0,c+ 1] can each be reached by a single direct path, and the 
corresponding coefficients are readily verified to be as indicated in (4.6). 
To proceed with our proof of (4.3) and (4.4) we shall use (4.6) to expand each of the 
summands in (4.5) and verify that the resulting expression may be rewritten as the case 
b ~ b + 1 and m = 0 of (4.3) and (4.4). To make our calculations a bit more transparent, 
here and in the rest of this proof, we shall set qC= x. This given (4.5) may be rewritten 
as  
,/ 
P [0, b + 1, c] = (1--_~-~q ) :y( i  _---~qbT,) 
i=Ot - '~  
x(t--xq~+X)...(t-xqb)(1-xq2i)p[b-i, l , i+b+c] . (4.9) 
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Now, (4.6) gives 
P[b-i,  1,i+b+c] 
=(1- t )~ (q)b i qk( l - -xq 2b+z-zk) 
g=0 (q)k (1--xqi+b+l)" ' (1- -xq 2b+z-k) P[k,O, 2b+c+2-k]  
(t-- xq i+b+ l) 
+(1--xq i+b+ l) P[b--i+ 1,O,i+b+c + 1]. (4.10) 
Thus to complete the induction we must verify that substituting (4.10) into (4.9t yields 
the expansion 
p[o,b+ l,c]=b~ [ b+ l] (1--t)'"(1--tq b-k} 
× (t--xq b+2-k) ... {t--xqb+l)(1 --xq 2b+2-2k) 
x P[k,O, 2b+c + 2-k] .  (4.11) 
This is what we set out to do. To this end note that carrying out the indicated 
substitutions of (4.10) in (4.9), changing order of summation, and collecting terms, we 
see that, when 0 ~< k~< b, the first term in (4.10) yields P[-k, 0, 2b + c + 2 -  k] with 
coefficient 
Ak(q, t) : (1 -- t) (q)bqk (t -- xq b + 1 -k ) . . .  (t --xq b) (q)k (I_x)...(I_x2b+2_R) (1--xq 2b+2 2k)~b_k[t,x;q], (4.12) 
where, for convenience we have set 
b k __tqi 1 " ~b-k[t'x;q]=~A., ( I - - t ) ' " (1  )(1--X)'"(1--xq' 1) 
i=0  (q)i 
×(t--xqi+l)...(t--xq b k)(1--xqZl). {4.13) 
Note further that a multiple of P[k,O,2b+c+2-k] is also produced, when 
1 ~< k ~< b+ 1, by the second term of (4.10) for b -  i + 1 = k. The corresponding coeffic- 
ient in this case can be written as 
[ b ] (1 - - t ) ' ' ' (1 - - tqb-k) ( t - -xqb+2-k) ' ' ' ( t - -xq  b) 
Bk(q't)= k--1 (1 ~qb¥~(~-2~ 
X (1 --xq2b+2-Ek)(t--xqEb+2-k). (4.14) 
Now a simple induction argument yields that, for any integer M 
(1--qt) --- (1--tqM)(1 --X)...(1--xq M) 
ZM(t,x;q)= (4.151 
(q)M 
244 
Using this with M = b -k  reduces (4.12) to 
Ak(q, t)=[bk ] qk(t-- xqb-k + l)Ck(q, t), 
with 
(1--t)-.-(1--tqb-k)(t--xq b+ 2-k)...(t-xq b) 
Ck(q,t)-- (l_xqb+l-k) ...(1--xq 2b+E-k) 
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In the same vein we can also write 
Note 
Thus 
(1 - -xq2b+ 2-  2k). 
[- b 7 2b+2 k 
Bk(q,t)=Lk_l J (t -xq - )Ck(q,t). 
that the familiar recursion for q-binomial coefficients immediately ields 
2b+2 k Fb+l](t_xqb+a). 
we deduce that (for 1 ~< k~< b) 
Ak(q,t)+Bk(q,t)=[b+kll(t--xqb+l)Ck(q,t), 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
and we can readily see that this equals the coefficient of P[k, 0, 2b + c + 2 - k] in (4.11). 
We are thus left with the extreme cases k=0 and k=b+l .  However, 
P[0,0, 2b+c+2]  can only come from the first term in (4.10), thus its coefficient must 
be given by (4.16) for k = 0, i.e., 
Ao(q,t)=(t--xqb +1)Co(q,t), 
and this agrees with (4.11). On the other hand, P[b+ 1,0, b+c+2]  can only come 
from the second term in (4.10), thus its coefficient is given by (4.18) for k=b+ 1, i.e., 
Bb+ l (q, t)=(t--xq b+ 1)Cb+ l (q, t), 
which again agrees with (4.11). This completes the induction and the proof of the 
theorem. [] 
Remark 4.1. Before proceeding we should point out that although (4.l 5) is a special 
case of a deep identity found by Rogers in 1895 (see [1] p. 14, #5) it may be given an 
elementary proof as follows. Setting 
( l - t ) - . . (1 -d  -x ) 
Z~(t, q) - 
(q)i 
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we note that (4.15) becomes 
m (t_xq~+ 1) ... (t_xqM) (1 - - -xq  2i)  - -  1 _qM+ 1 
Zi(t'q) (1--xqi)...(1--xqMl 1--t 
i=0  
and in this form it can be easily verified by induction. 
ZM+I( t ,Q) ,  
Remark 4.2. We note from (4.3) and (4.4) that setting t=q C+b reduces the sum on the 
right-hand side of (4.3) to the single term P [0, m, 2b + c]. This confirms the identities 
(1.32~ stated in the introduction. 
Remark 4.3. Setting m=0 in (4.3) yields the identity, 
b 
fflb,b+c(X; q, t)= ~, di(q, t)fflb ,(x;q, t)fftb+c+i(X; q,t), 
i -O 
which is easily shown to be equivalent o the Jing-Josefiak identity (4.1), via the 
identities in (1.4), (1.9) and (1.12). 
5. B-hooks and gistols 
Our goal here is to show by some examples that what we have been able to do in the 
two-row case may not be an accident. However, before getting into specifics it will be 
good to have a general heuristic mechanism as a guide to our definitions and 
constructions. The representation theoretical model given in [4] suggests that the 
polynomials ffI~(x;q,t) can be imbedded in a family of polynomials GED](x;q,t) 
indexed by arbitrary lattice square diagrams D and that the general Pieri rules should 
factorize by recursing through this extended family. To be more precise we need to 
make some definitions. 
We shall say that two lattice square diagrams D1 and D 2 are equivalent and write 
D1 ~ O2 if and only if O 2 can  be obtained from D1 by a sequence of row and column 
rearrangements. In the figure below we give some examples of equivalent pairs. 
We shall say that a diagram is a generalized pistol, briefly a gistol if it is equivalent to 
a skew Ferrers diagram. If D is a lattice square diagram, the diagram obtained by 
reflecting D across the diagonal line x = y will be called the conjugate of D and denoted 
by D'. Similarly, the reflection of a lattice square s across x = y, will be denoted by s'. 
Finally, if D may be decomposed into the union of two diagrams D1 and Dz in such 
a manner that no square of D 2 is in the rook domain of a square of D1, then we shall 
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say that D is decomposable and we write D=Dx ×D 2. This given, we postulate 
the existence of a family of polynomials {G[D](x;q,t)}D with the following basic 
properties: 
(0) G[D](x;q,t)=fflu(x;q,t) if O is the diagram of#, 
(1) G[Dx](x;q,t)=G[D2](x;q,t) if D1 ~D 2, 
(5.1) 
(2) G[D1](x;q,t)=a[D2](x;t,q) if D2 ~ D'~, 
(3) a[D1](x;q,t)=a[D~](x;q,t)a[D2](x;q,t) i fD~D~xD2 
in addition there is a family of weights {w[s,D]}~o such that 
(4) FG[D](x;q,t)= ~ w[s,D]G[D--s](x;q,t). (5.2) 
seD 
There is no doubt that a family with properties (0) ..... (3) must exist. The main 
difficulty with (4) lies in the determination of the weights {w[s,D] },~D for a given 
specific lattice square diagram. Our experimentation with special cases suggests that 
when D is a skew Ferrers diagram we should set 
w[s, D](q, t)= tl°t~)q c~°t~), (5.3) 
where lo(s) denotes the leg of s in D (i.e. the number of squares above s in D) and Cao(s ) 
denotes the coarm of s in D (that is the number of squares to the left of s in D). 
If we insist on a particular choice of weights, there are some obvious consistency 
questions associated with our requirements (0) .....  (4), for we shall soon see that this 
system overdetermines the polynomials G[D](x;q, t). For instance, in the two-row 
case we started with the 2-row special case of (0) (Eq. (1.16a)) and then the two-row 
special case of(3) (Eq. (1.16b)) turned out to be a theorem. For the moment we should 
be contented with the proof that 5.1 (0) and 5.1 (2) are consistent. This may be stated as 
follows. 
Theorem 5.1. For any partition # we have 
ffIu,(x ;q, t) = ffIu(x ;t, q) . (5.4) 
Proof. The duality theorem of Macdonald [8], in 2-ring notation becomes 
[ 1 -q  ] 
Qu(x;q,t)=coP,, X T~ ;q,t , (5.5) 
where ~o is the involution which sends Sa into S~,. Moreover, in 1-8] it is also 
shown that 
1 
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Now, by a straightforward manipulation which uses the identities (1.4), we can rewrite 
(5.5) in the form 
In view of our definition (1.9) this simply says that 
Hu(x;t, q)=e)Hu,(x;q, t). (5.7) 
On the other hand (5.6), using again (1.4) and (1.9), gives 
1 1 1 ooHu(x;q, t). Hu(x, ~, ~) = q,( ,~ t,(, ) 
Now this last equation, combined with the first of (1.12) may be rewritten as 
1 
l t)=q~i~)coHu(x;q,t) Fl.tx, 
or better 
ffIu(x, q, t)= q"(U') co Hu(x; ~, t) . (5.8) 
But now (5.7) gives 
Substituting this in (5.8) finally yields 
t 1 .,n(u') f f lu(x,q,t)=Hu'(x; ,q)~l , 
which (via (1.12)) is precisely (5.4). F~ 
We can immediately see that, under these assumptions, an analogue of the identity 
in (1.21) may be obtained in full generality. More precisely we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. Properties (2) and (4) imply that fi~r any lattice square diagram D we 
have 
(4)' 
(5) 
FG[D](x;q, t)= ~ w[s', D'](t, q)G [D--s](x;q, t), 
sED 
(w[s,D](q,t)]--w[s' ,D'](t ,q))G[D--s](x;q,t)=O. 
s6D 
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Proof. Using Properties (2) and (4) we get 
F G[D](x;q,t)= F G[D'](x;t,q) 
= ~ w[s',D'3(t,q)G[D'-s'](x;t,q) 
s' e D' 
and (4)' follows by further applications of (2). Subtracting (4)' from (4) then 
gives (5). [] 
The basic circumstances that made possible all the developments in the two-row 
case is that all the diagrams obtained by successive removals of squares from 
a two-row diagram are equivalent to pistols. Properties (4), (4)' and (5) suggests that 
the same developments should be possible for any family of gistols which is closed 
under the removal of squares. The simplest example is the family ~ consisting of 
hooks and broken hooks. For convenience l t us set 
~l ~a+l if b=l ,  [ l 'b'a]=[ltxa if b=O. (5.9) 
In words [l, 1, a] represents a hook with leg 1 and arm a and [-1,0, a] represents the 
product of a column of length l by a row of length a. 
The distribution of weights given by (5.3) can best be visualized if each weight 
w[s, D] is placed in its corresponding square. Doing this for the two diagrams [3, 1, 4] 
and [2,0, 3] gives 
H q iQ 10t ,l 
Filling in the same manner the conjugate shapes, interchanging q and t and conjugat- 
ing back gives 
H.t I°I, I q-'l ql, I 
Clearly, this gives the filling of [-3, 1,4] and [2,0, 3] by the corresponding conjugate 
weights w[s',D']. This given we see that in the hook case (4) and (4)' yield the 
recursions. 
F G[I, 1,a] = [l],G[l-1, 1,a] + d G[l, O,a] + q[a]qG[l, 1,a- 1] (5.10) 
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and 
F G[I, 1,a] =t[ l ] ,G[ l -  1, 1,a] + qOG[l,O,a] + [a]qG[l, 1 ,a -  1], (5.1 1) 
where we have set [ l ] t=(1 - f l ) / (1 - t )and  [a]q=(1-q") / (1-q) .  Subtracting (5.1 1) 
from (5.10) gives 
0=(1- f l )G[ l - l , l , a ]+( f l -q~)G[1 ,0 ,  a]+(qa 1)G[ l , l , a -1 ] .  (5.12) 
As in the two-row case, this equation yields us two recursions, which we may write as 
f l -1  1 -q  ~ 
G [/,0, a] = ~  ~U-1, l,a] +U2-~ ~Et, m,a-1] t5.13) 
and 
1 --fl tt--q" 
- -  G[ l ,O ,a ] .  (~ 14) G[I, 1 ,a -  1]= 1-q~ G[ l -  1, 1,a] + 1 -qa  - 
If we depict all the diagrams of the family oug~..~ having a total of n=/+ 1 +a squares 
in two rows with the hooks arranged in order of increasing legs in the first row and the 
corresponding broken hooks in the second row, then (5.13) and (5.14) may be referred 
to here as the upward and downward recursions, respectively. It will be good to 
visualize them by the two diagrams below. 
[l-l,l,a] [I,l,a-l] [I-I,I,a]~ '-[I,I,a-I] 
To imitate what we did in the two-row case, we should define G [l, 0, a] by means of 
(5.13) with the 'initial conditions' G [l, 1, a] = kll,,a+ 1 (x;q, t). Then our first task should 
be to 'prove' that 
G [l, O, a] -- Ffl,(x;q, t)ffI~(x;q, t). (5.15) 
However, this is entirely routine in this case since transforming the Pieri rule (2.7) (for 
#= 1 ~) by means of (1.4), (1.9) and (1.12) yields the identity 
f l -1  ~ 1 -q~ 
f f lv(x;q,t ) f f la(x;q,t )=t~q ~ H1,-~ ~+ ~(x;q,t)+t~_q ~~tx, o(x;q,t), (5.161 
which makes (5.15) perfectly consistent with the upward recursion (5.13) and the given 
initial conditions. Following again what we did in the two-row case, our next step 
should be to'prove' the first F-relation (5.10) and then obtain the other by subtracting 
(5.12) from it. Now, it just happens that the special case/~ = 1~, a + 1 of (3.9) works out to be 
tl+ l __qa ~ t t _q ,+ l 
Fhll,  a+~=[l], tt q . H~, -~+l+[a]q  tl q . fflv.,. (5.17) 
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On the other, hand eliminating the broken hook term form (5.10) by means of the 
upward recursion (5.13) and collecting terms yields 
tl+ l__qa tl_q~+ l
FG[l,l,a]=[l], t~ q a G[l-l,O,a]+[a]q tt_q a G[I, l ,a-1], 
which is in perfect agreement with (5.17). Setting as we did in Section 3 (with 
n=l+b+a) 
F[l,b,a] =n!G[l,b,a]p~, (5.18) 
Eq. (5.10) yields the 'Hilbert series' recursion 
flU, 1, a] = E l ] f  El-  1, 1, a] + tt FEl, O, a] + q Ea]qVEl, 1, a-- 1]. (5.19) 
Now in [8] we find that 
ffll,(x;q,t)=(t),h[(l~t) 1 and ffla(x;q,t)=(q),h[(~q], 
which combined (5.15) yields 
F[1, O,a] =(l +aa)[l]~, [a]q, , (5.20) 
where [l],! and [a]q! are the t and q-analogues of the factorials. Thus recursing 
through (5.19) we can derive that also for p=( l / ,a+ 1) the 'Hilbert series' 
~faI~a,u(q, t)= F[I, 1, a] (5.21) 
a 
must be a polynomial with nonnegative integer coefficients. In fact, (5.19) suggests 
a combinatorial interpretation for F[I, 1, a] as a q, t-count of permutations. To state 
this we need some notation. Let us say that x is a labelled hook of shape [l, 1, a] if ~ is 
obtained by filling the squares of [ I , l ,a]  by the components of a permutation 
a~Sl+ 1 +~ with al ..... at down its leg and a~+ 1..... at+a+ 1from left to right in its arm. 
Set then 
L[n]=al+l...a2al and A[n]=al+a+l'"at+2at+l, 
this given we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. 
~'. f~ K~, u(q, t) = ~ tinv~Lt"J)q inv~at"j) , (5.22) 
2 2 
where the sum is over all labelled hooks of shape [l, 1,a]. 
Proof. We need only show that the right-hand side of (5.22) satisfies the recursion 
(5.19) together with the initial condition F[0, 1,0]= 1. However, this is immediate 
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from (5.20) as soon as we see what happens when we remove the square containing the 
largest entry from a labelled hook. [] 
The analogue of what we did in Section 4 for the hook case is obtained by recursive 
applications of the downward recursion (5.14). The result may be stated as follows. 
Theorem 5.3. 
~ = ~ (t)t (q)a 
ml"a+l i=o(t)t-i(q)a+i 
fl-i qa+i+ I
1 __qa+i+l /~1' ' /f .+i+1- (5.23) 
Proof. This is pretty straightforward since each shape [ l - i ,O ,a+i ]  can only be 
reached by a single path by means of the west and south-west  pointing arrows of the 
downward recursion. [] 
We should note that Kerov in [6] gives an expansion of the Macdonald hook 
polynomials in terms of products of one-row polynomials. The expansion given here is 
different in that it involves products of a column by a row indexed polynomial. 
Eq. (5.12) and (5.23) yield us two further examples upporting the validity of the 
biexponent conjecture. These can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 5.4. 
/~. i1, a~iu t, u °) =/~. . ,  ,~+ . (d ,  u"), 
R.~. <1 ~,,~ +c>(t, t) = R~., .,.b + ~(t, t). 
(5.24) 
15.25) 
Proof. Setting t=u a and q=u t in (5.12) kills the term in [1-1,0,  a] because of the 
factor f l -q" ,  yielding fflx,a(ut, ua)=H1,- , ,+l (uZ,  u ") and (5.24) follows by equating 
coefficients of S~. On the other hand, setting q = t, l = b and a + 1 = b + c in (5.23) gives 
b-1 
2 tb-i (t)b (t)b+c-1 1--t c+2i 
/ll~,b+c(X;t, )= i=0 (t)b-i (t)b+c+i-I 1--t b+c+ifflb-i(x;t't)ff'lb+c+i(x;t't}" 
and this is precisely what one gets from (4.3) and (4.4) upon setting m = 0 and q = t, 
yielding that ~llb,b+c(x;t, t)=fflb,b+c(x;t, t). Thus again (5.25) is obtained by equating 
coefficients of 2. 
This completes our treatment of the hook case. The reader will find that the 
partitions (1 t, 2, a + 2) provide another example of shapes that can be imbedded into 
a family of gistols which is closed under the removal of squares. However, the 
treatment of this case does not differ in substance from the cases already discussed and 
will be omitted. [] 
We shall terminate with some curious examples confirming the possibility of 
carrying out this type of analysis in full generality. 
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To make our presentation a bit more transparent we shall represent a polynomial 
P[D](x;q, t) by the diagram D itself. We shall also refer to the weights w[s', D'](t, q) 
which occur in (4)' as the conjugate weights of D. The reader is cautioned that the 
manipulations that follow, in so far as they are based on the properties (0) ..... (4), 
should be viewed as heuristic. Nevertheless, we will see that each time a resulting 
identity involves only the polynomials FIu(x;q, t), it invariably can be shown to be 
valid by legitimate means. 
We start with the skew partition D =(1, 1, 3, 3)/(0, 0, 0, 2). In this case the weights 
w Is, D](q, t) and the conjugate weights w Is', D'] (t, q) are as indicated in the diagrams 
below 
Iq21 01 I 
U I'1 
The first gives 
and the second gives 
r~ l~ = t(l+t) ~J~ + q2 % + q ~ + t ~i~ + ~T1 
Subtracting ives 
Bxl  + xo+ (5.26) 
Before giving another example it will be good to see what this expansion reduces to 
when the first two terms are expressed in terms of the polynomials/4u. We can do this 
by means of a general Pieri rule which may be stated as follows. 
Theorem 5.5. 
Z r ffll~(x;q,t)ffi~(x;q,t)=/u~vrlrlr 2 ... JVau(q,t)ffta(x;q,t), (5.27) 
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where 2/126Vr is to mean that the sum is carried out over Ferrers diagrams )~ such that 2/)2 is 
a vertical r-strip, r~, r2,..., rk are the lengths of the successive vertical segments of)~/)z and 
tl,(s) + 1 _ _  qa~,(s) 
Vau(q't)= l--[ trY(s)+ se~ . 1 _ qa~(s) 
l~,(s) _ qa.(s) + 1 
I - I  tl~(S) qaals) + i ' 
t 
{5.28t 
where Jla/u is the set of squares of p that are in a row that intersects 2/la and ~/ ,  is the set 
of squares of # that are in a column that intersects 2/# but are not in ~/ , .  
Proof. This is a rewriting (by means of (1.4), (1.9) and (1.12)) of the formula [8] 
yielding the multiplication of P, by the elementary symmetric function e,(x). 
This given, the specialization r = 2,/~ = (1,2) gives 
8 
8x~ = (1 -q ) ( t -q2)  ~ + ( t2_ l ) ( t _q2) ( l _q )  
(t 2 _ q)(t3 _ q2) (t 2 - q2)(t2 - q)(t - q) 
+ (1 -q) ( t  2 -q ) ( t  2-1)  ~ + 
(t3 _ q2)( t _ q)2 
Taking r= 1 and/~=(2, 1, 1) in (5.27) gives 
~4-]xl-1 = ( l -q ) ( t2 -q2)  L 
(t2 _ q)(t3 _ q2) 
(1 + t ) ( t  - 1) 2 
(t - q)(t2 - q2) 
(5.29) 
15.3o) 
-t- ( t2 -1 ) (1 -q )  ~ + ( t3 -q ) ( t -1 )  
( t2 :  q~7:  ~ (t3 - q2)Ct - q) 
Substituting (5.29) and (5.30) into (5.26) and collecting terms yields the remarkably 
simple formula 
= + x - ,P ro  , . , ,  
t -q  t -q  
Note that the upward pistol recursion gives 
P[1,1, 1]= q -1  P[0,2,0]+ 1 - t  P[0,1,2],  
q--t  q - t  
and this in turn, by conjugation (i.e. using property (2) of(5.1)) may be translated into 
_- ' - lm + 1-.1  
t q t -q  
(5.32t 
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The fact that the coefficients in (5.32) and (5.31) are the same suggests that it may be 
worth studying the family of gistols which is the closure of stairways under emoval of 
squares. The latter are rim hooks all of whose vertical down-steps are of size one. We 
might suspect hat there ought to be analogues to the upper and lower recursions 
there whose coefficients are independent on some of the parameters giving the lengths 
of the horizontal segments. The reader may find it amusing to derive the same 
expansion (5.32) by means of properties (4) and (4)' for D specialized to the Ferrers 
diagram of (2, 2, 1). 
A beautiful example that uses (5.31) is when D is the diagram of the partition (3, 2, 1). 
In that case (4) and (4)' give 
and 
Eliminating [~S]  from these two equations, using (5.31) and the expansion 
% = q - l~]  + 1 - ,~- . / -1  
q- t  q - t  
which may be obtained from (5.31) by conjugation, formula (5.33) yields that 
r ql = - q ) (e  - + (t - - q) + 
( t  - q ) ( t~ - q~)  ( t  - q )~ 
( t  - q~) ( t  ~ - q3)  
(t  - q ) ( t~ - q2)  
which is precisely what Theorem 3.1 gives when specialized to this shape. 
Our next example is the Ferrers diagram of/2=(1, 3, 3). In this case property (4) 
gives 
r ~ = 1~ + t ( l+t )  [~  + q( l+q) ( l+t )~ (5.34) 
while (4)' yields 
F ~ = t 2~ + (l+t)q 2 ~ + (l+q)(X+t) (5 .35)  
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Subtracting we get 
% _ 1 -1  ~ + 1 -q  2 ~ (5.36) 
t - q2 t - q2 
Substituting this into (5.34) gives 
t3 q2 ( t _qa) ( l+t ) ( l+q)  
F - [~  + , (5.37) 
- -  t - -  q2 t - q2 
and this turns out to be in complete agreement with what comes out of Theorem 3.1 
when we specialize p to be (1, 3, 3). Incidentally, we should note that multiplying (5.37) 
by t -q2  and setting t= q2 yields another instance supporting the biexponent conjec- 
ture. That is 
/~2,(3, )(q, q2)=/~.,(1,2, 3)(q, q2). 
Of course, if we take (5.36) as the definition of the polynomial ~ then (5.37) 
(derived from (3.9) and (3.10)) yields the validity of both (5.34) and (5.35). 
Actually, what we did for p=(1, 3, 3) can be repeated almost verbatim for any two 
corner partition. More precisely for the shape 
the analogues of (5.35)-(5.37) are 
+ + qLIEA,1, 
+,AIELlJ.,A 1. + EAllq,  ,.  38' 
and 
[-7 ] __ tZ,_l [ - -~-  ] 1--_qa._.1~ ~" ~ 
tL2 _ q""""~{ + tL2 _ qa~ 
(5.39) 
256 
Substituting, this into (5.38) yields 
~ tL2+A2--qA' [L1],[L2]t ~-~ + 
F - -  1~L2 _ qAa 
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l - -1  
tLz - -  qL,+A1 [Al]q [A~]~ [ " - - -1  
tL~ _ qA l  
which again can be verified to be correct via (3.9) and (3.10). We should note that 
multiplying (5.40) by tL~--q al and assuming thai the Kau( q, t)'s are polynomials we 
can set t=u AI and q=u L~ and obtain the identity 
[ - '~  (x;u L,,uA,) = ~ (x; uL~,.A,) 
which delivers a whole family of valid cases of the biexponent conjecture. 
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